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Dear Friends,
 
Happy Holidays from all of us at Dyslexic Advantage. Thank you for what you give to
the world!
       
     - Fernette Eide                                 Donate
 
Become a Premium Subscriber and discover the most comprehensive resource on
dyslexia in the world. You can sign up for an individual subscription or gift a school
with institutional subscription. Don't forget there is a  Homeschooler's course for
parents and, for teachers, a clock hour course that provides professional development
credits (Dyslexia for Teachers).
 
 

Editor's Note: to make our
publications easier to read,
we will avoid use of italics
and certain types of fonts.
 
Newsletters can be read online
HERE. This issue will be
available on the Joomag site
for 3 months and can also be
downloaded as a pdf file.
 

PREMIUM
The NEUROLEARNING Dyslexia
Screening App is $49.99 and
available for children and
adults 7-70 years old. iPad,
iPhone, Android, and Kindle Fire.
 
The app may be used to identify
and qualify for services such as
Benetech's huge free library of e-books.

Thanks to Shelley Wear, Trish Seres, Michelle
Wiliams, Cheryl Kahn, and Jack Martin. Thanks to
Lady Grace Belarmino for  design and layout and
Andi and Freshea for their social media and admin
help! 
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GREAT STORYTELLERS
Dyslexic storytellers are among the greatest storytellers who ever lived. They
weave their stories in family get-togethers, business meetings, novels,
screenplays, and poems, films, illustrations, cartoons, and paintings.
 
When we first began learning more about dyslexia from the families we came to
know that the gifts that some in the field were familiar with were visual - but
when we got to know more members of this community better, stortytelling
clearly emerged as a strength.
 
The cover of this issue is a watercolor painting by Jerry Pinkney, a brilliant
children's book artist whose original artwork is now sold through the
Michelson gallery. 

https://www.rmichelson.com/illustration/jerry-pinkney/
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What makes a great story?
 
A feeling or mood?  A meaning beyond a picture or page?  Jerry captured all of
that in the over 100 picture books, nonfiction books, and novels he illustrated.
 
It might be that storytelling is a core strength of dyslexic people - because they
have rich personal memories and imagery to draw from, sprinkled in with natural
gifts of distilling ideas, experiences, and images to their essence.
 
The challenges are that mechanical issues (writing things down, spelling words
right) can stand in the way or worse, lead people to doubt themselves. All the
more reason to find ways people of any age to share their stories.
 
Sally Gardner is an award-winning novelist and children's book writer who was
told she was unteachable and ended up in a school for "maladjusted children",
 
"At the age of fourteen, when everyone had given up hope, I learned
to read. The first book I read was “Wuthering Heights” and after that
no one could stop me. My mother, bless her cotton socks, said that if I
got five O-levels I could go to art school, and much to my teachers’
chagrin, I did just that. At art school I shot from the bottom to the top
like a little rocket."
 
Today, Sally's sold over 2 million books, and that's just in the UK.  Sally again:
 
"I strongly believe that dyslexia is like a Rubik’s Cube: it takes time to
work out how to deal with it but once you do, it can be the most
wonderful gift."
 
 
 

 
“I truly believe dyslexia made me the achiever I am in my art,
and it made me who I am as a person…”     – Jerry Pinkney



STRENGTHS

smooth transitions. Some very successful CEOs learn how to apply hands-on problem solving to
teams and personnel; but some also need support to smooth the transition.
 
INTERCONNECTED REASONING
 
Connecting ideas and lessons can be an afterthought in a standard school day, but
for some students it is the only way for information to stick, and also it is the source
of a superpower.
 
Thinking thematically and solving problems by analogy can be a way of coming up
with new ideas and insights in a problem.
 
Are there oppotunities for your students to come up with new ideas in their school
work ? Could they compare two novels or look for analogies in design ?
 
Interconnected strengths at work might lead to unusual work alliances and the
design of new ideas or programs based on analogies.
 
Analogies can be a good way to simplify things and situations that are complex.
 
NARRATIVE REASONING 
 
Narrative reasoning relates to reasoning through stories, specific examples and
contexts, and personal experience. In a school context, it means learning more
through stories rather than through non-contextual lists of information to be
memorized. It also means finding opportunities for first-hand experiences with
people, places, and things, then weaving together into a cohesive understanding.
 
There can be paradoxes with narrative strengths - story learning and expression can
be strong, but that doesn't always correlate with verbal fluency. Some strong
narrative people may not be spontaneous oral communicators; they may need to
take time to organize their thoughts, then communicate their ideas in oral, written,
or visual ways.
 
Strong narrative reasoners often need to get the big picture on problems, topics, or
situations; the big stories that hold things together can inform changes and new
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https://www.winsorlearning.com/
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INSPIRATION 

 
One wonderful series of children's books from Sally
are the Mr Tiger series. Sally has a pretty remarkable
imagination - this could be a fun read aloud with
children. The pictures by Nick Maland are just
wonderful!
 
Here's a description of Mr Tiger, Betsy, and the
Blue Moon:
 
"An enchanting fairy tale about Mr Tiger, his
troupe of acrobats, and Betsy K. Glory, the
daughter of a mermaid and an ice cream maker. "
 
Click on the picture below to see a larger view
of the illustration!
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INSPIRATION 

We hope some of you will encourage your students to enter our Karina Eide
Young Writers Awards. It's open to students age 7-18 who are dyslexic. Entries can
be dictated and awards will be granted on the basis of creativity, storytelling, and
ideas rather than technical aspects like spelling. We also allow students to dictate
work to a family member, if preferred.
 
To see winning entries from last year, click on the picture of last year's March
issue below.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Karina awards are always the highlight of every year for us.  Non-monetary
(ribbons, certificates) and small cash awards are given.
 

To learn more and enter visit here:  Karina Eide Young Writers Page.
 
Entries can be as few as 17 words (haiku) or as many as 700.  For longer form
writers, an excerpt or chapter can be submitted.  We also accept fan fiction.
We'll be giving away more than $1000 in cash awards. The deadline is February
14th, Valentine's Day.  Enter!
 

https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/project/march-2022-newsletter/
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/dyslexic-advantage-karina-young-writers-awards/
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INSPIRATION

WELL-BEING

COMPETENCE AND
CONFIDENCE

IN THE EARLY YEARS

"The more you know yourself, the
more patience you have for what you

see in others." - Erik Erikson

In the late 1950's and early 60's, Erik Erikson, Harvard professor of Psychology,
proposed 6 stages of psychosocial development that supplanted other theories
of personality development - like those of Sigmund Freud's.
 
His model of life stages had 8 parts and described the whole life span beginning
at birth (trust vs mistrust) and ending at death (integrity vs. despair). Today his
work is seen as having contributed tremendously to early childhood education as
well as an understanding of psychology throughout the lifespan.
 
Despite the intense social and emotional pressures that dyslexic children face in
their early school years, there are surprisingly few routine practices in place to
ensure that their emotional health and confidence is safeguarded.
 
STAGE 4 of ERIKSON'S LIFE STAGES
 
Stage of 4 Erikson's LIfe Stages occurs from ages 5 to 12 years and it coincides
with the first years of formal schooling.
 
The developmental goal of this stage is to learn to accomplish complex skills and
develop feelings of competence. Ideally, elementary school provides
opportunities for students to discover their interests and develop areas of
expertise. Even small successes, whether classroom or extracurricular, can lead
children to being recognized for what they can do - whether school work, or
sports, drawing pictures, music, helping the school, or something else. 
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WELL-BEING

The idea is that if children experience positive social feedback about their
accomplishments, they show traits of "industry" by persevering at tasks and
putting work before immediate pleasures.
 
But what if children don't have the opportunity to develop these positive
expriences of industry? Children start to believe they cannot meet the
expectations of parents or teachers and they begin to develop feelings of
interiority about their abilities. They may begin resisting new experiences and
activities, developed fixed mindsets about what they can or cannot do, and
ultimately suffer from low self-esteem and motivation.
 
 
"Children love and want to be loved and they very much prefer the joy
of accomplishment to the triumph of hateful failure."
      - Erik Erikson
 
Competency is an important component of confidence - and it is an important
contributor to the development of a person's identity.
 
A recent paper looking at self-concept in dyslexic university students had the
following helpful summary of the challenges facing younger dyslexic students:
 
"The concept of self is learned and regarded by many as multidimensional so
individuals can appraise themselves as being talented in one domain whilst
holding a lower self-view in another. Within this formation of identity lie self-
esteem and self-efficacy. The former reflects a feeling of "worthiness" ("I am
happy being the way I am") and may refelct one's perception of the self in specific
areas such as the academic, physical or social self. The latter is an appraisal of
one's ability to influence events ("If I am in a difficult situation I can usually think
of a way out")...

 
These components underpin emotional well-being, and both have been identified
as being vulnerable in many readers with dyslexia, particularly those for whom
their dyslexia was missed or poorly supported at school leading to repeated
academic failure. Several studies report that children with dyslexia who attend
mainstream schools have lower self-esteem than children who attend specialist
dyslexia schools and often make negative statements regarding their academic
ability in comparison to their peers." 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9543102/


https://www.allaboutlearningpress.com/
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WELL-BEING

BUILDING COMPETENCY AND SELF-CONFIDENCE
 
The journey to self-confidence is paved with many challenging experiences,
successes, setbacks, and failures. Are there opportunities for your student to shine
both inside and outside the classroom?
 
Kids may be labeling themselves all the time - but if they are in a poorly-fitting
classroom and having difficulty finding out what they might be good at, then give
them appropriate positive feedback when you notice what they are doing well.
 
Are they kind?  Are they good with younger siblings?  Are they bright?  Do they
have great ideas?  Are there activities they are well-suited to where they can have
an opportunity to shine?
 
If a young student is behind in classroom basics like reading, writing, spelling, and
math, it may seem counter-intuitive at the time, focusing on strengths rather than
weaknesses, but building up strengths lifts everything up, including mood and
self-confidence that make it possible to overcome the  embarrassment of
difficulties and persist at hard-to-learn tasks.
 
As we ease into the holidays, look for opportunities to make your student aware of
their strengths and give them time to experiment and get better at things. Find
potential mentors in interests your student may have and see where interests take
them.

 
When our son was young and he became interested in the art on campus at the
University of Chicago, we visited a local sculptor's studio who was responsible for
some of the magnificent gargoyles on the university buildings. He was very kind in
letting us visit and he spent time to show Krister around his workshop. He
remembers that visit with Walter Arnold to this day.
 
Doing something as a family to support a child's interest can be validating of that
interest. It was like an interview I remember having with Mary Clifford.
When one of her sons expressed an interest in history, the family made a trip to
Saskatchewan to see where her grandparents had grown up and died. She recalled
how interested he was in hearing and then imagining what life must have been
like then and how it grew his interest in history and remains with him to this day
(he's a history professor in Saskatchewan and he is severely dyslexic).

https://www.kristereide.com
https://www.stonecarver.com/
https://dyslexicadvantage.substack.com/p/family-of-dyslexics-interview-with-029#details


http://www.winsorlearning.com
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Dyslexic children tend to have rich personal memories. Thinking of firsthand
experiences that allow them to meet people who are doing things that they are
interested in - can encourage them to learn more and recognize how their
interests and abilities are different from others.
 
When our daughter was young, she was interested in listening to and writing
fragments of stories. Sometimes she would dictate stories to me and draw
pictures that would go along.  Even though she struggled with spelling and
handwriting, she became a prolific creative writer and wrote fan fiction under a
fake name. When her stories became more popular, she had a host of others
volunteer to be early readers and proofread her work!
 
When she was 15, she got head-hunted by a small startup company to write game
scenarios for a facebook game company and got a kick out of seeing story plots
turn up in a playable game (being paid for it was nice, too). 

WELL-BEING

https://www.fanfiction.net/u/2506505/Xana-Vlec
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Many children develop serial passions, so it does not matter if they fall out of
love with an activity or subject...anything that takes them off the regular track
affirms to them some aspect of who they are - and slowly but surely these
experiences lead to greater feelings of confidence as they progress into young
adulthood.
 
If students and parents are unaware of what their strengths may be, then looking
at strengths inventory may be a good place to start.
 
Here's a listing of the 24 VIA Character Strengths. 



https://www.commlearn.com/
https://www.neurolearning.com
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If you or you child want to take the survey, you can sign up here (it's free).
 
It's a long test  because it's for research purposes, but it can be enlightening.
 
ANY ACTIVITY CAN BE A CONFIDENCE OR STRENGTH-BUILDING SKILL
 
So many parents and counselors have told us that when they ask their students
what their strengths may be, they can't suggest any. What that's told me is that
people need to hear specific and positive feedback more. Any activity can build
confidence and personal strengths. That includes what some people refer to as
character strengths - like being patient or being a good listener, or being a good
friend.
 
Development tends to be late-blooming in dyslexic children, so early on, it may
be hard to see particular strengths except for occasional glimmersBe content to
wait. Some studies show creative strengths in adults with dyslexia, but not
children - but this must be seen within the context of late blooming development.
Good things are coming. Be patient, affirm, and encourage.
 
 
When our son was young his fine motor coordination due to dyspraxia was a
bigger issue than learning to read. He gave up on art when he realized at the time
what his finger could do had no hope of matching what he wanted to create in his
mind. He still loved leafing through art books and going to art fairs and museums.
It was only much later (high school) when his development clicked in and he
began to imagine that it was possible to study art as a profession. At the end of
our first edition of The Dyslexic Advantage (our update is coming on Valentine's
Day 2023!), we shared this poem from JRR Tolkien's Lord of the Rings:
 

"All that is gold does not glitter, 
Not all those who wander are lost; 

The old that is strong does not wither, 
Deep roots are not reached by the frost. 

From the ashes a fire shall be woken, 
A light from the shadows shall spring;

Renewed shall be blade that was broken, 
The crownless again shall be king."

 
 
 

WELL-BEING

https://www.viacharacter.org/account/register
https://bit.ly/dyslexicadv2
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WELL-

What we added to this in our book was this:
 
"If you are an individual with dyslexia, this prophecy is also for you. Although you
may not “glitter” in the classroom, if the promise of your future can sustain you
through the challenges you face, your intellect will be forged as keen as any
blade."
 
WHAT TO DO
 
At school, the strengths of every dyslexic student should be recognized and
opportunities to build on those strengths be an integral part of every school day.
Students should be given achievable challenges and when possible,
accommodations and technology to maximize learning and expression.
 
Outside of school, students need to de-stress and find places of solitude, time to
think, imagine, explore, and find role models and heroes.
 
Finally, dyslexic students need time. With every ambitious building project, there
needs to be time allotted to get all the foundations in place.
 
But do not wait to rescue children who are trapped in bad situations, take them
out if necessary, and advocate for what they need.
 
Strengths should not be thought of as an optional part of a student's educational
plan or something that gets added after formal education is done; developmental
stages need to be successfully resolved in order to move on. If a person can't get
beyond the industry vs. inferiority stage of development, then they can't move on
to identity formation, and they can remain blocked for a long time.
 
Make sure your children have all the information to understand themselves and
to to discover more about themselves and their strengths so that they can
blossom and grow.
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WRITING
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ON WRITING: A GUEST POST
Recently, a bilingual teacher in my Dyslexia for Teachers class shared his
experiences being a dyslexic writing in both English and Chinese.  With his
permission, I am sharing some of his reflections:
 

"Under an educational system that attaches great importance to writing abilities,
I have been subjected to countless criticisms and reproaches. I should have given
up or avoided writing early on, but for a community college teacher who
encouraged me, saying that my articles were imaginative and beautiful. That's
why I was determined to continue to study and write."  - Jason
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jason's post:
 
"I love writing a lot, but it is always tricky for me. I used to have too many ideas
and didn't know how to start.
 
Retrieving words and spelling are always in trouble when I try to write, and there
are often a lot of spelling mistakes and wrong choices of words. Grammar also
often deviates, words often do not convey the meaning, and even the entire text
or sentence is unreasonable or cannot express what I want.
 
My native language is hieroglyphs, and I use the wrong homonyms often when
writing. What annoys me the most, and I don't know how to solve it, is that even
though I have reviewed it several times, I can't speak out about these mistakes.
 
Dysgraphia and finger confusion are the biggest obstacle to me. It's not just that
the calligraphy is ugly. When I was a child, I often turned left, right, or upside
down. For example, 'b' be come 'p' or 'd', spell first into 'frist'. Even now, I often
feel that my hands and fingers are out of control, and even though there are
images of words in my head, I can't always write them out clearly or completely.

"Under an educational system that
attaches great importance to writing
abilities, I have been subjected to
countless criticisms and reproaches. I
should have given up or avoided writing
early on, but for a community college
teacher who encouraged me, saying that
my articles were imaginative and
beautiful. That's why I was determined to
continue to study and write."  - Jason



https://www.churchillstl.org/
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Also, because I didn't use the muscles of my hand properly when writing, my right
hand suffered from strain, whether it was the wrist, arm, or even the head. I had a
lot of pain in college because of the heavy writing requirements. It would affect
my neck and back pain in severe cases simultaneously.
 
Of course, these problems are not difficult to solve with the help of many digital
tools and technology. For example, Grammarly improves the expression of the
article and helps proofread where it goes wrong. It can also help students learn
and correct at the same time. Sometimes, using the keyboard may not help
students with dyslexia fully. On the contrary, the recent speech-to-text technology
is relatively mature and can help solve problems more effectively."
 
Jason also shared his visual strategy for writing that helped him in college:
 
"Translating my feelings into words is always a challenge for me. Somehow when I
was in college, I developed a method that included a storyboard, skeleton story,
and sentence combining and expansion to help me write a novel in modern history
class.
 
Step 1:
 
Create a table with a timeline, characters' relationships, starting events, ideas for
the ending, and the message you want to pass as a story's skeleton. In a historical
novel, put characters into the timeline and match them to the historical events.
 
Step 2:
 
Write down ideas as short sentences or in bullet point form.
 
Step 3:
 
Draw simple pictures for scenes, the write short sentences to expand descriptions.
Using toys as characters can help you re-create scenes dialogue between
characters. By the end, combine all the sentences into paragraphs.

 
This method allows me to write down all my ideas quickly and dispense with
excessive and incompatible details.
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Having the finish one scene before writing another and following a timeline,
allow the writing to expand step-by-step.
 
Taking on different roles is fun and helps me discover new insights. Sentence
combining and expansion can also be playful and fun. Different combinations can
be made with stickie notes on a board. As a group activity, many ideas can come
from it and it can be fascinating."
 
Jason also had these helpful insights on grammar:
 
"Today, without the help of proofreading, I still have a lot of grammatical errors,
and my major errors are the tense, articles, punctuation, and sentence structure. I
used to mix up 'have,' 'has, and 'had' but never knew the right time to use it. Or
when I can use 'ing' instead of use 'to'. When should I use ';' and not a '.' .
 
It is only partly helpful to understand the grammar if pictures on the grammar
worksheet illustrate the situation. One teacher once taught me to add subtitles by
watching TV programs, especially news reports, and slowly absorb them through
continuous listening and watching. This method is more effective for me, and
most of my grammar is also learned this way.
 
By using Grammarly, I can find out my mistake and slowly improve. However, it
takes a lot of time and shows. I love to find out if there is any way I can learn
grammar more fun and precise. "
 
Thanks Jason for sharing these wonderful reflections and suggestions!
 
 

https://www.grammarly.com
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There are so many talented musicians and singer songwriters who are dyslexic to
pick from - but here's some Christmas music from the past (Harry Belafonte) and
present (Joss Stone). 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=odMCScqYu10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=odMCScqYu10
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V_GU0_6qNjw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V_GU0_6qNjw
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For parents planning to homeschool their students
for the coming school. year.
Join Us!

https://summitcenter.us/
https://bit.ly/AALP-dyslexic-advantage
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Ohio to Screen All 3rd Graders and Under for Dyslexia
Next Year

Dyslexic Game Designer Designs Dyslexia-Friendly
Games and Plugins
 
Games Industry Biz
 

Transitioning to College with Dyslexia by Anna
 
College Reporter
 
 

As Awareness Increases, Dyslexia Rates Up
 
San Antonio Express
 

High Performing UK Dyslexic Employee Wins
Discrimination Suit Re: Email Mistakes
 
Independent

Defining the Dyslexic Advantage with Drs. Brock and
Fernette Eide
 
Dyslexic Design Thinking with Gil Gershoni
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https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/defining-the-dyslexic-advantage-with-drs-brock/id1587377277?i=1000584118220
https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/other/in-texas-and-san-antonio-dyslexia-rates-are-jumping-with-awareness-and-testing/ar-AA13vzh6
https://www.daytondailynews.com/local/all-ohio-students-grade-3-and-below-being-tested-for-dyslexia-next-year-under-new-law/37JSIMOJDFDZ7GRZJYEG7NBHEU/
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/dyslexic-m-s-worker-payout-mistakes-email-b2233834.html
https://www.the-college-reporter.com/transitioning-to-college-with-dyslexia/2022/11/
https://www.gamesindustry.biz/lowtek-on-tackling-dyslexia-in-games


http://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/dyslexic-advantage-premium-membership/
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/shop/online-course/dyslexia-for-teachers-online-course/
https://www.scanningpens.com/ExamReaderUS/Request-Trial-Exam-Reader-US.html


DYSLEXIC ADVANTAGE
PREMIUM SUBSCRIPTION

THE MOST
COMPREHENSIVE
RESOURCE FOR DYSLEXIA
 

- Parents
- Teachers and Professionals

- Adults with Dyslexia 
 
 SUBSCRIBE

https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/dyslexic-advantage-premium-membership/
https://www.etsy.com/shop/TheDailyThinker


https://summitcenter.us/


https://www.churchillstl.org/
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/dyslexia-dyslexic-advantage-library/


"I want kids to understand that making pictures is similar to
making music; there are so many instruments and so many
tunes that the possibilities for how you play are truly
limitless."
 
                   - Jerry Pinkney
 


